Trypanosome variant surface glycoprotein genes expressed early in infection.
We have studied further the genes for trypanosomal variant surface glycoproteins expressed during a chronic infection of rabbits with Trypanosoma brucei, strain 427. We show that there are three closely related chromosomal-internal isogenes for VSG 121; expression of one of these genes is accompanied by the duplicate transposition of the gene to a telomeric expression site, also used by other chromosome-internal VSG genes. The 3' end of the 121 gene is replaced during transposition with another sequence, also found in the VSG mRNAs of two other variants. We infer that an incoming VSG gene duplicate recombines with the resident gene in the expression site and may exchange ends in this process. The extra expression-linked copy of the 121 gene is lost when another gene enters the expression site. However, when the telomeric VSG gene 221 is activated without duplication the extra 121 gene copy is inactivated without detectable alterations in or around the gene. We have also analysed the VSG genes expressed very early when trypanosomes are introduced into rats or tissue culture. The five genes identified in 24 independent switching events were all found to be telomeric genes and we calculate that the telomeric 1.8 gene has a 50% chance of being activated in this trypanosome strain when the trypanosome switches the VSG that is synthesized. We argue that the preferential expression of telomeric VSG genes is due to two factors: first, some telomeric genes reside in an inactive expression site, that can be reactivated; second, telomeric genes can enter an active expression site by a duplicative telomere conversion and this process occurs more frequently than the duplicative transposition of chromosome-internal genes to an expression site.